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Abstract 
Kropholler, P.H. and 0. Talelli. On a property of fundamental groups of graphs of finite 
groups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 57-59. 
It is shown that for any group G. the ZG-module comprising bounded functions from G to Z is 
ZF-free for all finite subgroups F of G. This fact is used to establish a property of fundamental 
groups of graphs of finite groups. 
A group G is said to have property 8, if there is a Z-torsion-free BG-module I 
such that 
(i) proj.dim,,Z 5 1, 
(ii) H”( G, I) # 0. 
This property arises naturally in the second author’s work [4] on groups with 
periodic cohomology after one step. In [5] it is shown that, modulo accessibility, 
every countable P,-group is the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups. 
We refer the reader to [3] for details concerning fundamental groups of graphs of 
groups. Here we prove the converse: 
Theorem 1. Let G be the fundamental group of a graph of finite groups. Then G 
has property 9,. 
We deduce this from the following result which holds for all groups and may be 
of independent interest. 
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Proposition. Let G be a group. Then there is a ii? G-module I such that 
(i) I is free as a z F-module for each finite subgroup F of G, 
(ii) H’(G, I) # 0. 
In fact it is easy to deduce the following more general result of which Theorem 
1 is a special case. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a group which acts simpkially on a contractible n- 
dimensional simplicial complex X in such a way that the stabiliser of each simplex 
is finite. Then there is a z-free ii!G-module I such that 
(i) proj.dim,,Z 5 n, 
(ii) H”(G, I) #O. 
Deduction of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. Let G be the fundamental gr up of a 
graph of finite groups. Then G acts on a tree without inversion of edges so that 
the vertex and edge stabilisers are finite. The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are 
satisfied with n = 1 when one regards the tree as a contractible l-dimensional 
complex. 3 
Remark. In the same spirit, Theorem 2 can be applied to hyperbolic groups by 
taking X to be the Rips complex; according to results of Gromov [2], every 
hyperbolic group admits an action on a finite-dimensional contractible simplicial 
complex with finite stabilisers. This is of interest since it is not known whether 
hyperbolic groups are necessarily virtually torsion-free. 
Deduction of Theorem 2 from the Proposition. Since X is n-dimensional and 
contractible its augmented chain complex is an exact sequence: 
o+ C,(X)-+ l l l ---, c,(x)-4-+0. 
Moreover, writing X(j) for the G-set of i-dimensional simplices, C,(X) is equal to 
the permutation module ZX’? Since the simp lex stabilisers are finite it follows 
tha. Cj(X) is a direct sum of induced modules Ind$! for various finite F. NOW, 
using the Proposition, there is a EG-module I which is Z F-free for all finite 
subgroups F and such that H”(G, I) # 0. Tensoring the chain complex with Z 
yields an exact sequence 
in which C;(X) 8 Z is a direct sum of modules of the form IndFi? 8 Z with F finite 
and G acting diagonally. Now IndFz@ I= IndFZ is a free ZG-module because Z 
is U’-free. Thus we have a free resolution of Z of length YE. q 
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Proof of the Proposition. For any set &? let [a, z] denote the set of functions 
a-, Z which take only finitely many distinct values. This is a subgroup of the 
additive group of all functions from 0 to E. We define 2 to be [G, m]. Then I is a 
ZG-submodule of the coinduced module CoindyH and contains G-fixed points in 
the form of the constant functions. The action of G is given by @(g’) = 4( gg’). 
We prove that Z is ZF-free for each finite F using a result of Nobeling that [s2, Z] 
is free abelian for any set 0; see [ 1, Corollary 97.41. Let F be a finite subgroup of 
G and let T be a right transversal to F in G (G = U Ft). It is readily checked that 
the map [T,Z]@[F,Z]+[G,Z] given by &BO~(ff~O(f)~(f)) is a ZF- 
module isomorphism, where F acts on [T, Z] 0 [F, Z] by (4 @ 6)‘= 4 QD (Of). 
Since [T, H] is free abelian by Nobeling’s theorem and IF, Z’] is isomorphic to the 
group ring Z F, it follows that I is EF-free as required. El 
The following generalization of the Proposition may also be of interest: 
Corollary. Let G be a group, and let M be a Z-free ZG-module. Then M can be 
imbedded into a module which is ZF-free for all finite F 5 G. 
Proof. Let I be as in the Proposition. Then M 0 I is ZF-free for all finite F, and it 
contains a copy of M because I contains the trivial module z. Cl 
In conclusion we mention that Theorem 2 can also be generalized: 
Theorem 2’. Let G be as in Theorem 2 and let M be a Z-free ZG-module. Then M 
can be imbedded into a ZG-module I with proj.dim,, I 5 n. 
Proof. This follows from the Corollary in just the same way that Theorem 2 
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